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Abstract

A thermally thick slab of polymethyl methacrylate was used to study the effects of the

inclination angle of a fuel surface on upward flame spread. While investigation of upward spread

over solid fuels has typically been restricted to an upright orientation, inclination of the fuel

surface from the vertical is a common occurrence that has not yet been adequately addressed.

By performing experiments on 10 cm wide by 20 cm tall fuel samples it was found that the

maximum flame-spread rate, occurring nearly in a vertical configuration, does not correspond to

the maximum fuel mass-loss rate, which occurs closer to a horizontal configuration. A detailed

study of both flame spread and steady burning at different angles of inclination revealed the

influence of buoyancy-induced flows in modifying heat-flux profiles ahead of the flame front,

which control flame spread, and in affecting the heat flux to the burning surface of the fuel,

which controls fuel mass-loss rates.
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1. Introduction

Evaluation of the fire hazard of a material often entails estimation of the material’s flame-

spread and heat-release rates at full scale by means of interpretation of reduced-scale tests.

Maxima of these quantities are important in determining the worst-case scenario used in design

of a fire-detection or suppression system [1]. In this study, the flame-spread rate and fuel

mass-loss rate (proportional to the heat-release rate) were found to reach maximum values

at different orientation angles, implying that the “worst-case scenario” may depend on the

orientation selected for evaluation.

This study will seek to explore what controls the mass-loss rate and spread rate by inves-

tigating the spatial heat-flux profile ahead of the burning surface, the local regression of the

fuel surface and the flame standoff distance over the fuel surface for upward spread and steady

burning of surfaces with different orientations. For this investigation, the steady and spreading

experiments are performed on polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). Buoyancy is known to have

a significant effect on the flame length, ignition and extinction limits, all of extreme importance

for fire prevention and control [2], and the effect of buoyancy varies with orientation. As the

lengths of samples increase, the transition from laminar to turbulent flow behavior also plays a

role. The results of this study have implications concerning designs for fire safety and may help

to increase understanding of flame spread at inclinations found above or below rooftops and in

wildland fire spread up sloped terrain.

2. Related Literature

While there have been many studies of upward flame spread along vertical surfaces and

of horizontal flame spread along horizontal surfaces, few investigations have systematically ad-

dressed the dependence of the spread rate on the orientation angle of the surface for inclined

surfaces. To date, with few exceptions all such experimental studies have focused on PMMA

as a model fuel, but even for this fuel, the entire range of upward-spread inclination angles
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has not yet been addressed. Ito and Kashiwagi [3] report careful, detailed measurement mainly

of downward flame spread along PMMA surfaces of different orientation angles, although they

do include three somewhat upward orientations. Drysdale and Macmillan [4] were the first to

perform upward-spread experiments systematically at different orientations. They studied both

thermally thin computer cards and thermally thick PMMA samples 2–6 cm wide. Starting from

horizontal spread, they found little change in the average spread rate until the angle, 90◦ for

horizontal, became about 75◦, after which the spread rate increased substantially as the orien-

tation of the surface approached the vertical, 0◦, but they did not go beyond the vertical to

investigate upward spread with flames below the fuel surface, orientations that are investigated

here. Pizzo et al. [5] and Xie and DesJardin [6] also investigated flame spread over the surface of

PMMA in the same range, 0◦ to 90◦, the former performing experiments on thick samples 20 cm

wide, and both making 2-D numerical simulations; the latter also provide additional numerical

details of the average gas-phase heat-transfer process during spread. For thermally-thin fuels,

Quintiere [7] developed a flame-spread theory using a modified Grashof number to account for

gravity along with heat-transfer correlations from Ahmad and Faeth [8] and from Roper et al.

[9]; experimental results were in qualitative agreement with predictions.

Steady burning experiments relevant to the present study have been performed by Ohtani et

al. [10], who used square sheets of PMMA 3–10 cm wide and found maximum burning rates in

the vertical configuration, reaching minima at the pool and ceiling configurations. Much earlier,

Blackshear and Kanury [11], who used fuel-soaked wicks 10.54 cm square, also found minimum

rates for the horizontal orientation and maxima for vertical orientations, consistent with these

results and in qualitative agreement with more recent detailed numerical simulations by Ali et

al. [12], but within experimental accuracy they report negligible differences between the vertical

and ceiling orientations. Contrary to all other results, de Ris and Orloff [13], who used a gas

burner 0.65 m in length, the orientation of which could be varied by rotating it, found that
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turbulent burning rates reached a maximum near the pool-fire configuration and minimum near

the ceiling-fire configuration. They attribute their conflict with the pervious experiments, which

were conducted at smaller scales, of widths less than 10 cm, to various influences, especially

radiation and transition to turbulence. The differing previous results for steady burning raise

questions about what should be expected in the present experiments.

3. Experimental Setup

An experimental apparatus was constructed that enables measurements to be made of flame

spread and mass-loss rates on an inclined fuel surface. Two 30 cm high aluminum angle bars

were mounted vertically on a load cell and connected to a rotatable aluminum sheet. This served

as the test surface and measured 20 cm in width and 65 cm in height. A sheet of SuperWool

insulating board, 1.27 cm thick, was attached atop the aluminum sheet. A section beginning 5

cm from the base of the surface of the insulating sheet was cut out for the fuel sample, a 1.27

cm thick, 10 cm wide, 20 cm tall sheet of Acrylite GP (PMMA), which was then mounted to

the aluminum sheet with four screws. Spacers were installed in the back of the sample to align

the sample flush with the insulation and to minimize heat losses to the aluminum sheet. To

permit unobstructed natural convection, which may occur in practical situations, no side walls

were attached.

PMMA samples were cut precisely using a LaserCAMM, including 4 mounting holes and

holes for 7 surface-mounted thermocouples. K-type thermocouples, of 0.25 mm diameter wire,

were threaded through holes in the sample, bent atop the surface, and then melted flush onto

the face of the surface with a heated piece of metal. Thermocouple wires were passed through

a 5 cm wide opening along the length of the aluminum sheet, and their outputs were recorded

at 10 Hz by a data acquisition system. This opening also facilitated observation of bubbling

through the rear of the sample.

Heat fluxes were measured with an array of thin-skin calorimeters, 11 mounted along the
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centerline of the sample. Each sensor consisted of a 1 cm square, 1.2 mm thick 304 stainless

steel plate painted matte black on the front surface, with a K-type thermocouple spot-welded to

the rear of the surface. Heat fluxes were determined by numerically differentiating the measured

temperature change of the rear of the sample, taking into account convective, radiative, and

conductive losses [14]. Three cameras were placed around the sample to view the flame height,

the flame standoff distance, and bubbling, through the front, side, and rear of the sample,

respectively. The load cell measured the mass of the sample at 15 Hz with an accuracy of ±0.5

g.

Ignition of samples undergoing upward flame spread was achieved by igniting a fuel-soaked

wick at the base of the sample. The fuel chosen was methyl decanoate, of which 3 mL was

used. All samples were ignited at 60◦ from the vertical, where the wick was left to burn for 2

minutes before a cover made of SuperWool insulating board was removed from the top 18 cm

of the sample and the setup was rotated to the desired angle of inclination. In this manner,

all samples experienced the same extent of external heat input during the ignition stage, and

all had approximately a 2 cm PMMA pyrolysis height at the beginning of the experiment.

Steady burning samples were ignited by a standard blowtorch, which was passed over the surface

for approximately 2 minutes until the entire surface was uniformly ignited. Measurements on

steadily burning samples were taken once a constant rate of mass loss was reached, about 2 to

4 minutes after removal of the insulating board. Between four and nine tests were performed at

each inclination in order to test the repeatability of the experimental results.

4. Measured Flame-Spread and Mass-loss Rate

The spread rate, Vp was defined as the rate of increase of the pyrolysis height, which was

determined from the readings of the surface-mounted thermocouples under the assumption that

the pyrolysis temperature is Tp = 300◦C, based upon comparison of the rear-view observations

of bubbling and previous measurements on Acrylite [15]. While upward flame spread is typically
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acceleratory, the change in spread rate over the relatively small distances measured is not great,

and for consistency in comparison with previous experiments [3–6], an average spread rate

between distances of 10 cm and 20 cm is employed here. Linear fits were applied to the averaged

pyrolysis height to determine representative spread rates from their slopes. The points are

averages for all tests and the error bars show the maximum variations between evaluating rates

at 10 cm and at 20 cm for all tests. The results are shown in Fig. 1 for −60◦ ≤ θ ≤ 60◦, along

with earlier results from the literature cited previously [3–6]. Despite the evident scatter, to

be expected because of the different sizes and distances studied, there is reasonable agreement

with the previous work over the common range of angles measured, but the present work shows

that the maximum of the curve occurs not exactly at the vertical orientation but rather at

somewhat negative angles, as if a symmetrical curve were shifted slightly to the left. These new

observations of Vp in the range −60◦ ≤ θ ≤ 0◦, on the undersides of materials indicate that

spread rates at −30◦ and −45◦ in fact very closely match the spread rates observed in the 0◦

configuration, with −30◦ spread rates slightly higher than the averaged 0◦ rate.

[Figure 1 about here.]

The mass-loss rates per unit area, obtained in the present study and in two previous investi-

gations, are shown in Fig. 2. The “steady” rates reported here are averages, measured 800–1000

s after the uniform ignition of the entire sample, selected because the measured mass-loss rate

was most constant during this period, even though the measured PMMA back-face temperature

reached values as high as 80◦C by the end of the measurement. For the spreading tests the

measured mass-loss rates and pyrolyzing surface areas increase with time, and the results shown

in the figure are average values at the time that the pyrolysis front reaches the top of the sample,

the total sample area being employed to evaluate the rate per unit area. As may be expected,

these rates are significantly less than the “steady” rates, which are higher because of the higher

average PMMA temperature associated with the deeper penetration of the thermal wave into
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the material at the later time [16]; at about 250 s after the “spreading” measurements shown,

the recorded mass-loss rates are comparable with those of the “steady” measurements. The

principal observation to be made from these results is that both sets of data exhibit the same

dependence on inclination angle, with rates increasing continuously from ceiling through verti-

cal to pool configurations. The “steady” data thus serve to demonstrate that the “spreading”

results are not artifacts of the spread process but instead reflect quite general influences of the

inclination angle for these experimental conditions. If results during spread had been compared

at the same time after ignition instead of at the same extent of fuel involvement, there would

be a tendency for the nearly constant slope of the curves to decrease with increasing angle, but

the general trend would be the same.

[Figure 2 about here.]

It is noteworthy that, between the vertical and pool configurations, these results are qual-

itatively different from those of Ohtani et al. [10], obtained with the same fuel, shown in the

figure. Those results, which pertain to steady burning of appreciably smaller samples and agree

qualitatively with experiments of Blackshear and Kanury [11], are what one would expect for

convection-controlled burning, because the component of gravity parallel to the fuel surface is

maximum in the vertical configuration. Also, since convection-controlled rates would increase

with decreasing boundary-layer thicknesses, the observed higher average mass-loss rates per

unit area for the smaller samples are expected for this mechanism; in fact, data in that paper

point toward a decrease in the rate per unit area with increasing size. It thus appears that in

the present experiments, at least between the vertical and pool configurations, the controlling

mechanism is different from that of the smaller samples.

On the other hand, the observed dependence on angle is seen in Fig. 2 to be similar to that

of de Ris and Orloff [13] over the entire range. They used a gas burner to simulate flame spread

over a large fuel surface up to 65 cm in length, employing a novel technique to identify the
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dependence of burning rates on B numbers from measurements of the heat flux to the surface.

A fuel mass-transfer number of B = 1, similar to the fuel in this present study (B = 1.67 [17]) is

selected here from de Ris and Orloff to show for comparison. Our mass-loss rate per unit area in

both steady and spreading tests over PMMA have nearly the same slopes with θ as the steady

gas burner experiments, consistent with the mechanism occurring being the same. This increase

in ṁ′′ with θ was attributed by de Ris and Orloff to adjustments involving the importance of

radiant fluxes in controlling the rates, thereby suggesting that radiant transfer is important in

the present experiments. The scale of the test sample here, however, is significantly smaller than

the gas-burner’s dimensions, consistent with the lower rates found here, if radiation is controlling

and the radiating volume is less, but perhaps surprising in view of the magnitude of the size

difference. It may suggest a greater propensity for radiant emissions from PMMA than from

typical gaseous fuels.

5. Radiant-Flux Estimates

Because of these mass-loss findings, additional heat-flux measurements were made for the

purpose of estimating radiant energy fluxes to steadily burning surfaces. The absence of instru-

mentation for direct measurement necessitated employing a roundabout, inaccurate procedure.

First, heat-flux gauges were placed at various locations well outside the fire and oriented to see

the entire flame, in order to obtain the total radiant power output from estimated view factors

based on observed flame sizes and shapes. Next, view factors between the burning surface and

the flame were estimated for each case and then employed, under the assumption of isotropic

emission, to calculate the incident radiant flux. In most cases, resulting heat fluxes from different

gauges based on different assumptions differed by less than a factor of two, but with the flames

on the underside, at the most negative angle, visual access of the gauges without excessive heat-

ing or reflection from surfaces was difficult to achieve, and uncertainties approached a factor of

10. Nevertheless, the order of magnitudes of the resulting fluxes were comparable with the total
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fluxes measured on the wall just above the burning surface and calculated as required for gasi-

fication from the measured mass-loss rate1. It thus was estimated that the radiant contribution

varied from about 10 percent to about 70 percent. Moreover, a definite increase in the radiant

flux with increasing angle of inclination of the surface was calculated from these results, as seen

in Fig. 3. It should be emphasized that the curve shown for the radiant flux, which lies within

all error bars, is merely an estimate based on our understanding of the situation and is not a

least-squares or polynomial fit, which would not be meaningful because of the wide scatter.

[Figure 3 about here.]

It is understandable, for a number of reasons, that radiant fluxes will increase with angle.

The flux is mainly from soot emissions, the intensity of which will increase with increasing soot

volumes and concentrations, and the soot is produced by finite-rate processes in fuel-rich zones,

so that longer fuel-rich residence times lead to more soot and greater emissions. That residence

time will be minimum with the flames, largely blue, underneath the fuel surface and maximum

with the flames rising above, in the pool-burning configuration. In addition, the pool-burning

view angle between the flames and the burning surface is greatest, most of the yellow flames

at the negative angles being adjacent to or behind inert walls. Coupled with the much thinner

flame zones at negative angles, a monotonic increase of the radiant contribution with increasing

angle is clearly to be expected. The increase in the rate of radiant energy transfer therefore is

consistent with the burning-rate increase seen in Fig. 2 and a viable candidate for its cause.

6. Measurement of Flame-Standoff Distances

The three-dimensional character of the flow complicates efforts to measure flame-standoff

distances photographically. The side-view camera is most useful for this purpose, but it mainly

1Total heat fluxes over the fuel surface are estimated via an energy balance, q̇′′p = q̇′′rr + ṁ′′∆Hp, where
q̇′′rr ≈ σT 4

p = 6.1 kW/m2 is the re-radiation to the fuel surface, assuming the surface temperature to be equal to
Tp and the surface emissivity equal to 1, ṁ′′ is the steady mass-loss rate per unit area measured in Fig. 2 and
∆Hp = 1, 620 kJ/kg the effective heat of gasification [18, 19]
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senses the maximum distance, normal to the fuel surface, of emission of flame radiation, in

the horizontal line of sight parallel to the surface. The horizontal variations are small between

ceiling and vertical configurations, but they rapidly become large as the pool configuration

is approached. Also, while some blue flames are visible near the leading edge in ceiling-like

configurations, most of the flames detected are yellow. The flame characteristic that can be

detected most accurately is the outer boundary of the yellow zone (or, sometimes near the leading

edge, where there is no yellow, the blue zone), and for this reason that is what is recorded here.

For present purposes, the “flame standoff” distance is therefore defined as the distance between

the top of the yellow flame and the fuel surface, perpendicular to the fuel surface, measured

by side-view images of the flame. This is more nearly a measurement of the maximum soot-

emission height of the flame for orientation angles from 30◦ to 60◦, but much more representative

of maximum-temperature positions for −60◦ ≤ θ ≤ 0◦. The distances, measured by a custom

thresholding script in MATLAB on images taken during a “steady” burning regime, averaging

over approximately 50 images from several tests at each angle corrected for regression of the fuel

surface, are plotted in Fig. 4. Similar results are observed for “spreading” tests, as expected,

but they vary a little more and could complicate interpretations because of the spreading nature

of the flame.

The “standoff distance” in Fig. 4 remains similar for ceiling and vertical configurations and

begins to linearly lift off the surface as pool configurations are approached. Underside measure-

ments of yf can be interpreted from considerations of boundary layers in natural convection. In

such flows, in general, it can be reasoned that it is the component of gravity parallel to the fuel

surface that accelerates the flow, the normal component merely adjusting the normal pressure

variation, and by dimensional analysis, characteristic lengths should then be proportional to the

cube root of the ratio of the square of the kinematic viscosity to this component, which would

vary inversely as the cube root of cos θ. It may then be inferred that the standoff distance should
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approximately exhibit such a variation, although the classical laminar boundary-layer theory for

a vertical wall produces a fourth-root dependence, instead, the additional dimension modify-

ing this simple dimensional reasoning in the boundary-layer approximation. While results also

differ for turbulent boundary layers, a roughly fractional-power dependence in general is to be

expected.

Comparison of the curves for the “wall fire” and negative angles in Fig. 4 exhibit consistency

with this deduction, within experimental accuracy, near the leading edge, where the flow is most

nearly two-dimensional. The experimental accuracy is insufficient to determine the power, but

a fractional power clearly is indicated near the leading edge. Farther along the burning surface,

however, this relationship reverses, and the “wall fire” exhibits a larger standoff distance. This

is consistent with the flow remaining nearly two-dimensional for the vertical configuration but

becoming increasingly three-dimensional as the ceiling configuration is approached, with fluid

outflow to the sides, as may be seen in the left-hand photograph in Fig. 3, leading to a reduction

in the standoff distance, which is seen to actually begin to decrease with increasing distance from

the leading edge at large distances, through these three-dimensional outflow effects.

Because of this effect, the average rate of convective heat transfer to the burning fuel may

decrease with increasing angle, in which case the increased radiative heat transfer rate must

necessarily become responsible for the increase of the burning rate. A consequence of these

observations is that standoff distances (but not burning rates) would behave differently for

wider samples that maintained more nearly two-dimensional flow.

The sharp increase in the measured yf for positive θ occurs through what could qualitatively

be called “liftoff” of the flame from the fuel surface by vertical buoyant acceleration. Within this

region of linear increase of the “standoff distance” with distance from the leading edge, a flame

liftoff angle, ϕ can be measured as the angle between yf and the fuel surface. For “steady” tests,

ϕ is measured to be 32◦, 18◦, 10◦ and 8◦ for inclinations of 60◦, 45◦, 30◦ and 0◦, respectively;
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a rapidly accelerating increase in ϕ with θ. The increase of the component of gravitational

acceleration perpendicular the fuel surface causes this increase, as well as the inward “necking”

of the flame, seen in the other photograph in Fig. 3. These “standoff distances” thus are seen

to be very three-dimensional phenomena and to represent mainly the behavior near the center

of the fuel for angles above 30◦.

[Figure 4 about here.]

The air entrainment from the sides causes the “necking” of the flame above the fuel sample,

pushing flames at the edges of the sample closer to the fuel surface and extending yf above the

center of the fuel. This three-dimensional behavior is the cause of the result in Fig. 3, where

constriction of the center of the 60◦ flame is caused by increased air entrainment at the edges of

the sample, an effect previously observed by Ito and Kashiwagi [3]. At underside and vertical

orientations the flame shape remains fairly uniform over the fuel surface except for slight effects

at the edges of the sample, but as the fuel is inclined between 30◦ and 60◦ three-dimensional

lifting becomes increasingly important.

[Figure 5 about here.]

Width effects on a vertical fuel sample have been studied by Rangwala et al. [20] and Tsai

[21] previously, and in their experimental results only small changes appear to take place between

widths of 10 to 20 cm. When the fuel is inclined, however, these changes may become more

significant. To investigate this, regression measurements were made transversely on quenched

samples. The results are shown in Fig. 5, where the measured regression of the sample surface

has been used to deduce the variation in the mass-loss rate across the sample width. Samples

were cut along the width at 10 cm above the leading edge and photographed along with a scale,

measuring the fuel thickness manually from photographs with ImageJ. The mass-loss rate per

unit area was found from the regression length, r by ṁ′′ = rρs/tb, where ρs = 1190 kg/m3 is the

density of PMMA [19] and tb the burning time of the sample.
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While for the −60◦ and 0◦ tests the regression is fairly uniform across the width of the sample,

significantly higher variations in the mass-loss rates per unit area are found across the width

of the sample in the 60◦ orientation. Small edge effects are present in all samples as a result

of a lip that forms between the fuel surface and insulation as the surface regresses with time.

Linteris et al. found similar effects on horizontal PMMA samples when compared to vertical

samples burned under imposed heat fluxes on the cone calorimeter [22]. The principal result of

the present measurements, however, is the large increase in the local burning rates at the edges

in pool-like configurations, resulting from greatly increased convective heat transfer there by the

flow drawn into the fire plume, despite the likely dominance of radiative transfer in affecting

the total mass burning rate at these orientations. The edge convective enhancement adds to the

nearly uniform radiant contribution.

7. Heat-Flux Distributions

To complete the experimental information used in interpreting the spread-rate results of Fig.

1, heat-flux distributions were obtained from the array of gauges on the wall above the samples.

While the results clearly vary with time, complete profiles above the burning fuel are obtainable

only when the pyrolysis front reaches the top of the sample. Since the general character of the

results is not likely to be very different over the 10 cm to 20 cm distance of interest, results are

reported only for the time at which the pyrolysis front reaches the top. Heat-transfer correlations

of the transition length along an inclined, heated surface [23] may suggest that the flow in this

experiment is mostly laminar along its length, but correlations for the convective heat flux to

the fuel surface are not reliable because of large effects of differences in configurations, which

change resulting correlations drastically. These effects may be similar to the “necking” and liftoff

behavior which is dependent on the width and would be affected by sidewalls. The flux q̇′′f (x),

which was directly measured in this study for x = 22.5 to 47.5 cm above the leading edge of the

sample, is shown in Fig. 6.
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[Figure 6 about here.]

The axes of the figure are selected so that power-law fits to the decay with height of the

heat-flux profiles will appear as straight lines. The horizontal scale thus is logarithmic, like the

vertical scale, even though the range of values on the horizontal scale, not much more than a

factor of two, is small enough that this may not be evident initially. The dashed lines, showing

best power-law fits, exclude the first two data points, nearest to the pyrolysis front, where the

flux maintains the nearly constant value presumed to exist in that region of the pyrolyzing

surface. It is seen that the power-law decay is quite reasonable in the region of the fit. Other

fits were tested, such as exponentials, and were found to be noticeably poorer, although in some

cases, especially those in which the fluxes do not change much, it is difficult to determine the

best functional dependence clearly.

The power-law fits in Fig. 6 can be expressed as q̇′′f (x) ∼ A(x/xp)
n. For −60◦ ≤ θ ≤ 0◦,

the slope of the decay in heat flux is the same, n ≈ −2, with the constant A decreasing with

decreasing θ, although perceptibly larger at −30◦ than at 0◦. In flame spread over the top of

inclined fuel surfaces the slope is −5, −6 and −7 for for 30◦, 45◦ and 60◦, respectively. While

heat fluxes near the fuel surface increase with increasing inclinations (Fig. 3), the net average

heat flux to the unignited fuel for positive inclinations is significantly lower than for negative

inclinations because of this rapid decay with increasing x.

It is clear that for large angles, radiation controls the burning rate and the view angle to the

unignited fuel surface ahead of the burning fuel also decreases with increasing angle. There is

also some additional contribution of convective cooling instead of convective heating ahead of

the burning fuel surface as the pool-burning orientation is approached. The resulting decreased

heat fluxes significantly reduce Vp with increasing θ, explaining the results in Fig. 1 for positive

angles. The opposite orientation dependencies of heat fluxes to burning and non-burning fuel

is noteworthy at these positive angles. In addition, although three-dimensional flow is clearly
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prevalent in the experiments at these angles, the same qualitative differences between heat fluxes

to burning and non-burning fuel are to be expected for very wide samples, since the “necking”

and enhanced edge regression cause quantitative but not qualitative differences; the general

shape in Fig. 1 is not likely to be different for infinite width.

At negative angles, on the other hand, convective heating mainly controls both spread and

burning. Despite the increasing outflow to the sides with increasing negative angles, the general

behavior of decreasing spread rate and heat flux ahead as the ceiling configuration is approached,

seen in Figs. 1 and 6, is also expected in two dimensions, for example from the observed increase

of the leading-edge standoff distance. The slightly higher heat flux at −30◦ compared with 0◦ is

consistent with the observed spread-rate maximum in Fig. 1 and indicates a variation notably

different from the variation of the heat flux to the burning fuel over that small range of angle.

This difference may arise from the mean flow becoming more two-dimensional with increasing

distance along the non-pyrolyzing surface; the outflow to the side affects the burning rate but

has not yet influenced the heat flux ahead significantly at these angles. The reason for the

slight increase of convective heat flux with decreasing angle near vertical is unclear but may be

associated with the normal component of gravity pressing the flame closer to the fuel surface,

a possibility that deserves further study. In any event, the difference of the maximum from

vertical of both the angle and magnitude of the forward heat flux and spread rate are small, so

the vertical configuration is useful for studying the most hazardous configuration in this respect.

Thus the entire general shape of the curve in Fig. 1 is expected to apply as well for very wide

samples.

8. Conclusions

In this work, an experiment was designed to test the effects of surface orientation on burning

rates and spread rates. It was concluded that spread rates are greatest in near-vertical orienta-

tions while burning rates are maximized in near-horizontal orientations, for the physical reasons
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discussed. The experimental design attempted to approach as closely as possible conditions that

may be expected to be encountered in practice. In so doing, a number of three-dimensional

effects were identified in the experiment. Nevertheless, it was reasoned that the qualitative

trends observed, including the spread-rate maximum at angles slightly less than vertical, are

general and would also apply in strictly two-dimensional configurations in the size range studied

or larger, for both polymeric (and, in some respects, cellulosics, not discussed here) solid fuels

like PMMA.
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Figure 1: Dependence of the average rate of flame spread Vp on the inclination angle θ of the fuel surface. Here Vp

is calculated from thermocouple measurements of xp the pyrolysis-front position and is compared with previous
experimental results by Pizzo et al. [5] and Drysdale and Macmillian [4] and numerical results by Pizzo et al. [5]
and Xie and DesJardin [6]. The width of samples tested experimentally, w, is indicated in the figure legend.
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Figure 5: Mass-loss rates from the center to edge of the fuel sample estimated from regression of the surface for
steady-burning tests. Shaded regions indicate estimated error bounds.
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